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Abstract 
 

The goal of this project was to design a Maximum Power Point Tracking system for solar 

panels that utilized a DC/DC converter and a microcontroller. The Perturb and Observe method 

was used to calculate and maintain the maximum voltage for a PV source with various voltage 

inputs ranging from 5V to 25V DC. The system was both simulated using Matlab Simulink and 

built using a converter and Arduino. 
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Introduction 
 

Brief History of Solar Panels 
 

Solar Panels have become an increasingly popular form of renewable energy. With a 

simple beginning in the 1800s, photovoltaics (PVs) have continued to be improved and used as a 

form of energy. In the 1800s, Edmond Becquerel discovered the photovoltaic effect, which led to 

further research and the eventual invention of the first Photovoltaic Solar Cell in 1883 by Charles 

Fritts [28]. Since then, improvements have been made to increase efficiency, make solar cells 

more affordable, and increase their flexibility. This is further discussed in the background of the 

report. The overall project focus was to increase the efficiency of a basic solar panel. 

 

Our Project 
 

The objective of this project was to design a Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT) to 

constantly calculate and maintain the maximum amount of power from a solar panel. By using a 

DC/DC converter and an Arduino, our team was successfully able to create a system to reach this 

maximum power.  

 

The solar panel was modeled using a DC voltage source, which then was connected to the 

DC/DC converter. A buck DC/DC converter was used to step the voltage down. This was 

required to have the voltage be in the acceptable input range for the arduino. Using the Arduino, 

a code was created for the Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), which determines the frequency of 

the PV source. The Perturb and Observe (P&O) method was used to calculate the maximum 

power the ‘PV’ source outputs, and the necessary duty cycle for the PWM. That information 
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would then be relayed back to the PV source and adjust it accordingly, to maintain the PV source 

at the peak power. To test our design, the DC source was adjusted to various voltage inputs, and 

the maximum power was successfully calculated each time.  

 

This project was created using Matlab Simulink software and implemented using a 

breadboard then solderable board, an Arduino, and a DC voltage source. 

Background 
 

As the world continues to develop, the search for renewable energy continues. Not only is 

renewable energy popular with companies, but with advancements in technology, everyday 

people are beginning to utilize it. Even the government is taking notice. As the US Department 

of Energy states, “We’re taking responsible steps to cut carbon pollution, develop domestic 

renewable energy production and win the global race for clean energy innovation. We’re also 

working to dramatically increase the efficiency of appliances, homes, businesses and vehicles...” 

[8]. 

 

“As global temperature rise, wildfires, drought and high electricity demand put stress on 

the nation’s energy infrastructure” [8]. Today, 26% of the world is powered by renewable energy 

[28]. There are five main types of renewable energy being used. These five are solar, geothermal, 

bioenergy, wind, and water (hydroelectric). Solar energy is one of the more popular renewable 

energies, as it accounts for a growing portion of all renewable energy used throughout the US.   

 

As the US department of energy has stated, the development of domestic renewable 

energy has begun [8]. Solar energy has taken off, as companies such as Solar City have made 

solar panels more affordable for homeowners. The term “living off the grid” has become more 
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popular and people are using solar power to aid in their sustainable lifestyles. According to 

Dictionary.com, Living off the Grid means “not requiring utilities such as electricity, water, etc” 

[18]. Solar power is so popular among renewable energy because it is essentially free energy. 

The energy comes from the sun; as long as you live in a location that gets sunlight you can have 

solar power. It is a form of energy that should be accessible for everyone, and that is why solar 

panels are so important. They harness the power that everyone is already exposed to and give us 

the capability of using it.  

 

How Solar Panels Work 
 

Solar panels are made of PV cells and other components such as inverters. PV cells are 

two layers of semiconductor material with opposite charges. When sunlight enters the cell, its 

energy knocks electrons, which spread in both layers. Due to the opposite charges of the layers, 

the electrons should move from the N-type layer to P-type layer, however the P-N junction 

creates an electric field that prevents this from happening and enforces electrons to flow only 

from the P to N.  However, an external circuit connected to the PV cells allows the electrons in 

the N to travel to P. This electrons flowing through the circuit provide the direct current (DC) 

electricity. The inverter then converts this DC into alternating current (AC) electricity. The 

electrical panel then transmits power to lights or other appliances the panels are connected to. 

Depending on the company that installs the solar panels, the power generated either directly 

powers appliances/your home or gets fed back to the grid. Most of the time, the power meter or 

utility meter measures the energy you consume and feeds back to the grid [16]. 
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Solar Panel Efficiency and Availability 
 

As solar panels are becoming increasingly more popular, more research is being done to 

improve upon them. As of early 2016, the average solar cell is only 15% efficient [9]. As of the 

fourth quarter of 2016, the efficiency of solar panels is recorded at 22.1% by the First Solar’s 

Cells Break [20]. This means that there is still over 80% of untouched energy that could be used. 

It is often pointed out that the efficiency of a solar panel varies by brand. For example, according 

to ScienceAlert, scientists have been able to develop a solar panel with 34.5% efficiency [19]. 

Regardless of the brand type, there is still more work to be done to make solar panels more 

efficient. Even though this is a huge improvement in the efficiency of solar panels, this is little 

compared to the efficiency of wind turbines, which are about 79-85% efficient [20]. In spite of 

the efficiency being so low, solar panels are being implemented and used in many places because 

it is easy to install, does not require maintenance and is residential and commercially friendly. 

People also tend to choose solar panels more so than wind turbines because of their accessibility.  

 

Efficiency is determined by the reflection of the solar panel, and the bandgap energy of 

the semiconductor within the panel. If the panel has too much reflection, the sunlight isn’t 

absorbed. If the electrons hitting the solar panels have energy higher than the bandgap energy, 

the photons could pass right through without forming an electron hole pair, which is needed to 

get energy. The sun puts out a spectrum of radiation and not all of it is light, only some, so it is 

not possible to harvest 100% of the sun’s light with photovoltaics cells. According to physics, 

the maximum sunlight that can be captured by a photovoltaic cell is approximately 33.7%. The 

efficiency factor of a solar panel can be because of the silicon that is used to make the solar cell, 

which is part of a monocrystalline cell.  The current commercial monocrystalline cells are only 

about 24% efficient. This is one of the constraints of making solar panels more than 24% 
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efficient, as it is impossible to make it more efficient than its materials. Other constraints are tilt 

angle, and any possibility of shade. Most solar panels are set at the optimum angle based on the 

angle the sun hits the home (or other location where the panels are installed). As the sun moves 

throughout the course of the day, the amount of sun the solar panels will get varies on the angle 

to which they are set. If the sun is blocked by clouds, the amount of sun hitting the solar panels 

would decrease, thus decreasing the power converted. So in order to get the best performance of 

the solar panels, it would be best to make sure that the solar panels get the maximum hours of 

sunlight during the day, to do that it would need to be clear of shades and the right orientation 

depending on the time of the day. All these factors can be determined by looking at a solar 

panel’s characteristic curves, which are the output current and voltage graphs. The maximum 

power in an ideal situation for a solar panel can be found using the IV curve. This is the graph of 

the current vs. the voltage. The peak would be the optimum point of power for the panel [29]. 

Making all the various adjustments previously discussed would help try and obtain the maximum 

power, but it would not maintain it. Maintaining the maximum power is the goal of this project. 
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Figure 1 - Basic V-I Curve 

 

Besides improvement on efficiency, solar panels are also becoming more affordable. This 

is partially due to the efficiency and partially due to the materials the solar panels are now made 

of. The University of Toronto has developed light sensitive nanoparticles that are more flexible, 

less expensive version of the original solar panels. Cheaper types of solar panels mean that more 

and more people will find them affordable and would consider using them as part of the power to 

their house. This will increase the amount of renewables that are used throughout the world.  

 

Even with all of these advancements, solar panels are still sensitive to certain things. Sun 

intensity can cause the solar panels to become too hot, or can be so weak that the solar panels 

barely produce any amount of power. Solar panels can also work poorly if they are badly 

insulated. Bad insulation would cause heat to escape the solar panel and power to be lost. Other 

methods must be used to monitor the peak efficiency of solar panels to ensure that they are as 

efficient as they can be.  
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Maximum Power Point Tracking 
 

As previously stated, other methods need to be employed to monitor and improve 

efficiency of solar panels. The most popular method is Maximum Power Point Tracking, or 

MPPT. MPPT is measuring the power of the solar panel at given intervals and making sure it is 

always at its maximum power. A measurement is taken from the solar panel and the power is 

calculated. After a specified interval, another measurement is taken. These two measurements 

are compared, and adjustments are made to the solar panel to ensure that the most recent 

measurement will lead to the maximum power.  

 

 MPPT is not a new technology. Some companies have been designing solar trackers for 

years. Most solar trackers move with regard to the angle of the sun, and do not constantly 

calculate power. Linak, for example, has two different types of solar tracking systems that both 

use integrated control actuators. The solar panels can either move 180 degrees (single axis) or 

can tilt in all different angles using dual access [23]. First Solar and Solar Flexrack have similar 

trackers that follow the movement of the sun throughout the day [20] [31]. These trackers are 

controlled by MPPT controllers. Controllers such as the MPPT Tracer Solar Charge Controller 

are installed and read a solar panel. Based on the information read, all solar panels are adjusted 

to follow the sun’s path [22].  

Though there are some MPPTs already on the market, our team has decided to make our 

own MPPT using a converter and microcontroller. The following paper illustrates our thought 

process during the design of our MPPT, along with results of our working product.  
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Methodology 
 

Perturb and Observe 
 

The main objective of maximum power point tracking is to read the voltage and current 

from the solar panel, perform the calculation for power and then display the power at its 

maximum. There are many algorithms available to execute this process. Some examples include 

Perturb and Observe (P&O), Incremental Conductance, Parasitic Capacitance and Constant 

Voltage Method. Of all the available algorithms, P&O is the most widely used algorithm because 

of its easy implementation. As for the Incremental Conductance method, it is more complex. 

However, a pro with this method is that it can be more accurate than the P&O method. As for the 

Parasitic Capacitance, it is much more complicated since the effect of the solar cells’ parasitic 

junction capacitance matters [14]. 
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Figure 2 - MPPT Algorithm Flowchart 

  

For this project, P&O method was chosen to perform the MPPT algorithm. The output 

voltage and current from the solar panel constantly feeds the input of the DC/DC converter.  
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Figure 3 - Solar Panel and Buck Converter Schematic 

 

Since the type of DC/DC converter chosen for this project is the buck converter, it will 

step the input voltage down based on the duty cycle. The preset duty cycle for the simulation is 

50%, so the voltage from the input of the buck converter will be reduced by half when measure 

the output of the converter. 

 

The output voltage and current of the buck converter gets sampled and then calculated for 

power. The calculated power then gets compared to the previous maximum power, if there is 

one. For the comparison, if the current power is greater than the previous maximum power and 

the current voltage is also greater than the previous voltage, then the converter’s duty cycle 

increases. Likewise, if the current voltage is less than previous voltage then the duty cycle 

decreases. As for the case that current power is less than the previous power, and the current 

voltage is greater than the previous voltage, according to P&O algorithm, the duty cycle of the 

buck converter should decrease. However, if the current voltage is less than the previous voltage, 

then increase the duty cycle. The process described above is in one loop of the code. Before 

starting the next loop, the current power is set to the previous power if it is greater than the 
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previous power. Then a new loop of the same process which is by starting to measure the new 

voltage and current that is resulted from the newly set duty cycle of the buck converter. Refer to 

the flowchart in above for a clearer understanding [25].  

 

Types of DC/DC Converters 
 

        For this project we need a product that converts and regulates a certain DC voltage level 

to different DC voltage level. There are many possible DC/DC converters that can achieve this 

condition, some examples of these converters are buck converter, boost converter, buck-boost 

converter, and the cuk converter. A buck converter is a switching converter that operates opening 

and closing an electronic switch periodically, and it is a step down voltage converter since its 

output voltage is smaller than its input voltage. A boost converter is similar to the buck converter 

except it functions as a step up converter instead of a step down. Its output voltage is larger than 

the input voltage. As for buck-boost converter, the output voltage can be either higher or lower 

than the input voltage. Lastly, the cuk converter is similar to the buck-boost converter, the output 

voltage can be either larger or smaller than the input voltage. The difference between the cuk and 

buck-boost is that the output of the cuk converter has a polarity reversal [15]. 

        The Buck converter was chosen for this project due to its simpler concept than the rest. In 

general, buck converters in steady state should have the following properties: inductor current 

should be periodic and continuous, the average inductor voltage should be zero, the average 

capacitor current should be zero, and most importantly, the power delivered to the load should be 

the same as power supplied by the source for ideal components. For non-ideal components, the 

power losses should be taken into the account as well [15]. 
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        The figure below shows the topology for buck converter. The source connects to the 

switch, which supposed to control the switching period, T, which relates to the duty cycle of the 

buck converter. From the switch, the inductor is connected in parallel to the diode, which the 

diode is connected to ground, and the other end of the inductor is connected to the capacitor in 

parallel to the load resistor [15]. 

 

 

Figure 4 - Basic Schematic Buck Converter 

   

Microcontroller Selection 
 

Our project required a device that can control the duty cycle based on the output power and 

modify the pulse width of an input square wave. The input square wave signal is sent to the 

MOSFET which act as an electronic switch, the switch then controls the duty cycle of the buck 

converter which affects the converter output voltage. A microcontroller is used to partially serve 

these purposes. It calculates the power from the samples of the voltage and the current every 

second. By comparing a previous power to a new power, an appropriate modification of duty cycle 

would occur and so a change in PWM would happen. 

 

A microcontroller was chosen rather than a microprocessor because it required less external 

hardware, reducing the final product size. Being compact makes it very efficient. It also has power 

saving mode which helps reduce the power consumption of the whole system. The idea of a 
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microcontroller can be comparable to a mini computer. It includes many other components that 

can be used in so many applications like our project [21].  

Although there were many options for microcontroller, the Arduino Mega 2560 was chosen 

to accomplish these requirements because it allows fast and easy prototyping and due its large 

online community it has been made easier to get resources to help writing Arduino programs. This 

Arduino Mega 2560 consists of the 54 digital pins, 16 analog inputs and many other pins such as 

a power, input of 5V or 3.3V, ground (GND) and PWM [6]. One factor that needed to be consider 

when choosing a microprocessor was the electrical specification. The power supply of 20V was 

used as a source voltage and DC/DC converter was used to step down the 20V input to 10V output. 

Hence, it was very important for our microprocessor to have an input voltage requirement of 10V. 

The Arduino Mega 2560 has a recommended input voltage of 7-12V where the voltage input that 

our DC/DC buck converter produced fall within. In addition to it, the operating voltage of this 

Arduino is 5V [5].  

 

The Arduino communicates with the user interface such as laptop and circuit board through 

the Arduino Software (IDE) and the USB port connected to the laptop. The IDE includes a feature 

known as a serial monitor which allows the data to be sent from the board and print it out on the 

laptop [5]. 
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Design 
 

Design Introduction 
 

 

Once the DC/DC converter component values were decided and the MPPT method 

chosen, the next step was to simulate our design for the overall project. This was done in stages 

based on the main sections in the following flowchart. The entire project would consist of a PV 

source that acts as the input for the DC/DC converter. This is the input for the microcontroller, 

which receives the voltage and current values and calculates the maximum power based on that 

information. Once that is gathered, the duty cycle of the DC/DC converter must be adjusted to 

maintain that maximum voltage. The microcontroller adjusts the converter duty cycle by the 

PWM, which is another input for the converter. The following sections explain the code used to 

calculate and maintain the power, and how it was designed and implemented in Matlab Simulink. 
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Figure 5 - Flowchart for Overall Project 
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Matlab Code 
 

One of the key factors of this project was the MPPT algorithm and the way this algorithm 

implemented on our system. As it was mentioned before, perturb and observe method was 

chosen to perform the tracking of maximum power point. This method was based on the 

electrical power that was calculated with voltage and current from DC/DC converter and then, it 

compared the power at each moment and tracked the maximum power by modifying the duty 

cycle of the system. To implement this algorithm, Matlab software was used to simulate the 

whole system and test out the code before implementing it practically. Matlab software was 

chosen due to its ability to simulate and code in one file. Using the flowchart of the algorithm, 

the code was written step by step [25]. 

The instantaneous power delivered by the solar panel at each moment was calculated by 

measuring the output voltage and current across the DC/DC converter and multiplying both 

quantities.  This function executed in a loop so that it would be repeated and produced multiple 

power readings: P1, P2, … Pn, Pn+1. If the new power, Pn+1 is higher than the previous value Pn, then 

the operating voltage is compared. If the new voltage Vn+1 is greater than the previous voltage Vn, 

then the duty cycle decreased, else the duty cycle increased. Otherwise, if the new power is less 

than the previous value and the new voltage is greater than the previous voltage, then the duty 

cycle increased, else the duty cycle decreased. Modifying the duty cycle would change the 

operating voltage and the power would be calculated again, which would always result in 

maximum power point. 
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Choosing values for our Buck converter 
 

Once it was decided to use a buck converter, we knew the basic schematic of what our 

converter would look like.  

 

Figure 6 - Schematic of Buck Converter 

As shown in the buck converter schematic, a resistor, capacitor, diode, and inductor are 

needed. The values for these components are based off the frequency and desired duty cycle. The 

duty cycle is the percentage of time that the waveform is ‘on’ or high. For example, if the duty 

cycle was 80%, then the waveform that duty cycle pertains to would be on 80% of the time and 

off 20% [27].  According to Power Electronics, the desired frequency for most buck converters is 

20 kHz. When the switching frequency increases, “the minimum size of the inductor to produce 

continuous current and the minimum size of the capacitor to limit out ripple both 

increase….High frequencies are desirable to reduce the size of both the inductor and capacitor” 

[15]. Due to this reason and avoiding audio noise, the frequency had to have been at least 20 

kHz. As our voltage source is 20V (an arbitrary amount to represent a solar panel), and our 

Arduino has an input voltage range of 7-12V, the buck converter must step down the voltage 

within that range. It was decided the initial output voltage of the buck converter should be 

10V.  Since  
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Vout=Vin*D, D= 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑉𝑖𝑛
 = 

20

10
= 0.5 

The duty cycle is therefore 0.5, or 50%. 

 

Once the duty cycle and frequency were determined, the next step was to find a resistor 

value. According to Power Electronics, a common value for a load resistor in a converter is 10 

ohms [15].  The 10 ohm resistor that we were planning to use could only handle a small amount 

of power, and when tested with the rest of our converter it burnt out. To resolve this issue, 

instead of using one 10 ohm resistor, three 31.6 ohm resistors were used in parallel. These 

resistors are able to handle 30W of power, which is more than is created. Adding these resistors 

in parallel gives: 

𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =  
𝑅1𝑅2𝑅3

𝑅1+𝑅2+𝑅3
  

Rtotal=10.533  

With the frequency, duty cycle, and resistor value decided, the inductance value could be 

calculated. The equation to calculate inductance is found as follows: 

𝐿 = (1 − 𝐷)
𝑅

2𝑓
 = 1.25*10-4H 

This value is the minimum value of the inductor that could function properly within our buck 

converter. To provide a safety net and ensure that the inductor works properly within our 

converter, Power Electronics suggests to multiply the minimum inductor value by 1.25, to obtain 

continuous inductor current [15]. 

L=1.56*10-4=0.156mH 

As the inductor we are using is made with a circular metal ring and coil, the number of 

turns the coil needs is necessary to get the correct 0.156mH needed. The equation below finds 

the number of turns needed. 
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𝐿 =  
𝑟2𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛2

9𝑟 + 10𝑙
 

 

Where r is radius of the hole of the metal ring, l is length/thickness of the ring, and L is inductor 

value. Rearranging this, the number of turns can be found: 

𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 =  √
𝐿(9𝑟 + 10𝑙)

𝑟2
 

Using r=1.5cm, l=1cm, and L=0.156mH, the number of turns is found to be 64 turns. This means 

our inductor has 64 windings on the metal ring.  

 

To find the capacitor value, the voltage ripple was needed. Voltage ripple is the change in 

voltage between the highest peak and the lowest peak. The lower the ripple voltage is, the more 

accurate and precise the overall voltage is. The goal is to have as small a ripple as possible. 

Voltage ripple is found using the equation 

∆𝑉𝑂 =  
𝑇∆𝑖𝐿

8𝐶
  

Where T = time, iL= inductor ripple current, and C = capacitor value. As seen in the above 

equation, the inductor ripple current is needed in order to find the voltage ripple. Using equations 

from the textbook we know   

∆𝑖𝐿 =  
𝑉𝑜(1 − 𝐷)

𝐿𝑓
 

Plugging in the values we have already, we get  

∆𝑖𝐿 =  
𝑉𝑜(1 − 𝐷)

𝐿𝑓
=  

10(1 − .5)

(6.25𝑒 − 5)(20𝑒3)
= 4 

As we want to have a very small voltage ripple, and so we arbitrarily choose to have our ripple 

be 0.1V. Using this, we can rewrite the voltage ripple equation to obtain 
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𝐶 =  
𝑇∆𝑖𝐿

8∆𝑉𝑂
  

The values we have can be substituted as seen below to get a total of 0.00025F, so C= 0.25F, or 

250uF. 

𝐶 =  
𝑇∆𝑖𝐿

8∆𝑉𝑂
=  

1
20000 ∗ 4

8 ∗ 0.1
= 0.00025𝐹 

Having a capacitor of 250uF would give a voltage output ripple of 0.1V, which is a small output. 

This was tested, and the results appear below in the Simulation Results section.  

 

Lastly, the diode had to be chosen. As the diode’s purpose was to regulate the energy 

transfer within the DC/DC converter. The diode helps prevent the capacitor from discharging to 

ground when the converter is in the ‘off’ mode [10]. To meet these functionalities within the 

converter, the diode had to have a high enough forward voltage that it would not be cut off and 

allow the converter to function. For this reason, a basic 1N4004 diode was used. 

 

 

MOSFET decisions and Parameters 
 

In order to complete the buck converter, a transistor had to be selected. A transistor is 

defined by Dictionary.com as “a semiconductor device that amplifies, oscillates, or switches the 

flow of current between two terminals by varying the current or voltage between one of the 

terminals” [32]. There are different types of transistors, such as Bipolar Junction Transistors 

(BJT) or Field Effect Transistors (FET). Our team decided to use an N-MOSFET (NMOS for 

short). The parameters we needed to pay close attention to where the drain to source breakdown 

voltage, resistance, and drain current. The drain to source breakdown voltage needed to be 

greater than 20V, because the solar panel would have an output of 20V. The resistance needs to 
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be low in order to reduce conduction losses. To find the needed minimum value for the drain 

current, the current flowing through the inductor needed to be calculated. The output power for 

the solar panel is 0.2W. The output voltage for the DC/DC buck converter is 10V. Using the 

equation  

𝑖𝐿 =
𝑃

𝑉
 

the above numbers were filled in to find the inductor current.  

𝑖𝐿 =  
𝑃

𝑉
=

. 2𝑊

10𝑉
= 20𝑚𝐴 

 

Given this information, the NMOS IRF 521 was chosen. From the data sheet, the NMOS 

has a drain to source breakdown voltage of 80V, which is much more than the 20V minimum. 

The drain current is 9.2A, which exceeds our 20mA minimum. The resistance is 0.27, which is a 

low value. Therefore this NMOS exceeds our minimum values for everything.  

 

Design Modification 
 

Although during the design and simulation phases everything went smoothly with the 

original design, during implementation phase it was necessary for the design to be slightly 

modified due to the chosen components and its manufacturer. The modifications that were made 

to the original design are the buck converter switch, and the output reading from the buck the 

converter to the Arduino. 

MOSFET Switch 
 

Within the buck converter there is an electronic switch that closes and opens based on the 

input PWM, refer to the figure below for the equivalent circuit when the switch is closed and 
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open. During the simulation, at the switching state of the buck converter, since the chosen 

component was the ideal MOSFET, there wasn’t any signs of design errors. However, during 

implementation phase, the gate-source voltage of the MOSFET was not compatible with the 

oscilloscope that were used to check the output voltage. This caused the output voltage to be 

limited at 7V, which was lower than the expected output voltage of 10V. So in order to fix this 

problem, the team decided to use a MOSFET Switch Driver, a High-Side P-Channel Drive and a 

Low Side N-Channel Drive. 

 

 

 

Figure 7 - Buck Converter with Switch On and Off 

        A High-Side Switch is controlled by an external signal and it connects or disconnects the 

power source to the load and it source the current to the load. As for a Low-Side Switch, it 

connects or disconnects the load to the ground and it sinks the current from the load [12]. The 
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connection is a slight modification of a Half-Bridge circuit, which is a High-Side P-Channel 

MOSFET and a Low-Side N-Channel MOSFET tied with common drain, refer to the figure 

below [24]. 

 

 

Figure 8 - A High-Side P-Channel and Low-Side N-Channel MOSFET 

 

The figure below shows the modified circuit of the Half-Bridge. The gate of the P-

Channel, IRF9520, is connected to the drain of the N-Channel MOSFET. Similarly to the figure 

above, the figure below has PWM input into the gate of the N-Channel and the drain is sourced 

from the P-Channel MOSFET. 
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Figure 9 - The Modified of High-Side and Low-Side MOSFET Switch 

  

Voltage Divider 
 

When trying to read the output voltage of the buck converter, there was a problem that 

the team encountered. The Arduino Mega 2560 was the chosen component to perform the power 

calculation and the MPPT algorithm. The analog pins of the Arduino can only read the voltage 

from a range of 0-5V. However, the requirement for the prototype is to be able to read the 

voltage with a range of 0-25V. Therefore, to solve this problem, the team decided to use voltage 

divider to change the voltage going into the input pin of the Arduino to no larger than 5V. The 

reduced voltage will get converted back to its original value based on the voltage divider ratio 

before the Arduino uses that value to compute the power.  
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Simulation Results 
 

PV Source 

 

To test our design with Matlab Simulink before starting to build it, the first step was to 

create a PV source. This was modeled using a DC voltage source and a shunt resistor of 0.1 

ohms.  

 

 

Figure 10 - Model of PV Source 

 

To test the accuracy of the PV source, the voltage, current, and power graphs were found. 

 

 

Figure 11 - Output Voltage vs. Time Plot 
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Figure 12 - Output Current vs. Time Plot 

 

 

Figure 13 - Output Power vs. Time Plot 

 

This graph corresponds to the typical power graphs for PV sources, and so our model of a PV 

source is accurate. 

 

PV Source with MPPT Code 

 

After confirmation of an accurate PV model, the MPPT code was added to model. The 

Matlab MPPT code was discussed in a previous section. It is used to calculate the maximum 

amount of power that the PV source can output and maintain.  
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Figure 14 - Model of PV Source with MPPT Matlab Code 

 

In the image above, the code is connected using the Matlab Function block in Simulink. 

The Unit Delay block is what adjusts the duty cycle and maintain the maximum power. In order 

to maintain the maximum power, the voltage and current output graphs must also maintain a 

constant value at whichever respective point will create the maximum power. In figures below, 

the constant values achieved at the end are the resulted maximum power. 

 

 

Figure 15 - Output Voltage Graph with MPPT Code 
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Figure 16 - Output Current Graph with MPPT Code 

 

Based on these graphs, the expected maximum voltage should be 100A*10V= 1000W. 

 

 

Figure 17 - Output Power Graph with MPPT Code 

 

As seen on the figures above, the correct maximum output voltage has been found and 

maintained, and so the MPPT Matlab code is correct. 
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DC/DC Converter 

 

After gathering all the specific values for the DC/DC converter, Matlab Simulink was 

used to design it. Below is our final DC/DC buck converter schematic.  

 

Figure 18 - PV Source and DC/DC Buck Converter 

 

 

The PV source was used as the input to the converter. To test the converter simulation, an 

input of 20V was used. Here, a pulse generator acts as a simpler version of the PWM that would 

be added later on. Based on the previous calculations and a 50% desired duty cycle, the expected 

output voltage should be roughly 10V.  
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Figure 19 - Output Voltage of DC/DC Converter vs. Time 

 

As seen on the graph, the output voltage was a consistent line around 9V. The reason for 

the slight difference between the expected output voltage and simulated output voltage was due 

to some loss within the system. The calculations did not take into account the resistance of the 

PV source, which lowered the input voltage to the converter. 

 

 

Figure 20 - Close up of voltage output 
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The figure above is a zoomed-in snapshot of the output voltage. As previously discussed, 

the goal for the output voltage ripple was 0.1V. The output voltage we achieved through the 

converter in simulation oscillates between 9.195V and 9.21V, which is a ripple of 0.015V. This 

ripple is even smaller than calculated, which is beneficial as the smaller the ripple the better in 

converters. Lastly, the inductor voltage was measured and can be seen below. 

 

 

Figure 21 - Inductor Voltage 

 

As mentioned in the Methods section, the average inductor voltage should be zero. The 

inductor voltage ranges between 0.8 and -0.8V, which averages out to zero. As the voltage acts 

correctly, it is further proof that our DC/DC buck converter is working successfully. 

 

Complete MPPT Simulation 

 

 

After all parts of the MPPT worked separately, they were combined and tested together. 

The figure below shows the PV Source, DC/DC converter, and MPPT Matlab code with the 

PWM.  
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Figure 22 - Complete MPPT Simulation 

 

By adding the MPPT code, the DC/DC converter would step down the PV voltage, relay 

the voltage and current values to the Matlab code, which then calculates what the voltage would 

be and sends that information to the PWM to adjust the duty cycle. This creates the steps within 

the graph figure below. The constant line is when the maximum power is finally achieved and 

maintained. 

 

 

Figure 23 - Final Output Current 
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Figure 24 - Final Output Voltage 

 

The current reached is around 1.8A, and the voltage is 18V. The maximum power should then be 

around 32W.  

 

 

Figure 25 - Final Output Power 

 

The maximum power is around 32W, which was the expected power value for the PV 

source of 20V. To confirm that our code indeed works at various voltages. The figures below 

show the final output power at various input voltages.  
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Figure 26 - Final Output Power with Input Voltage of 5V 

 

 

Figure 27 - Final Output Power with Input Voltage of 10V 

 

 

Figure 28 - Final Output Power with Input Voltage of 15V 
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It is therefore seen that no matter what the input voltage is from the PV source, our 

design accurately and successfully can calculate the maximum power and maintain this as a 

constant, until the input voltage changes again and the process is repeated. 

 

Figure 29 - Final Output Power with Input Voltage of 25V 

 

Implementation/ Monitoring Performance 
 

 

For our project, an Arduino needed to perform three distinct functions and those were as follows: 

1. Provide the correct frequency of the PWM square wave, 

2. Calculate the power using the current and voltage reading obtained from the DC/DC buck 

converter every time, 

3. Implement ‘Perturb and Observe’ algorithm that compared the previous power to new 

power and modified the duty cycle of PWM to track the maximum power point 

successfully. 
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Firstly, pins were assigned for the PWM and the voltage reading. All the functions were 

written and uploaded to the Arduino by the Arduino IDE software. For the PWM signal, pin 9 was 

chosen. To set up pin 9 to provide the PWM signal to our DC/DC buck converter, the team first 

assigned the pin 9 to the PWM by writing the one line code, 

int PWMPin = 9; 

This code allowed the team to call PWMPin and assigned the specific duty cycle to it which then 

entered through pin 9. 

Setting up the PWM of the Arduino can get complicated because each PWM pin was set 

with a default frequency that was much lower than our operating frequency. Pin 9, for example, 

had a default frequency of 490.2 Hz, while our system required an operating frequency of 20 kHz. 

To increase the operating frequency of the specific PWM pin, another line of code had to be written. 

Depending on which pin was used, the timer varied and depended on the timer divisor, the 

frequency varied as well. According to the Arduino page, pin 9 uses timer 2 [2]. 

 

Divisor Frequency/Hz 

1 31372.55 

8 3921.16 

32 980.39 

64 490.20 

128 245.10 

256 122.55 

1024 30.64 

Table 1 - Time Divisors and Corresponding Frequencies 
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As the operating frequency of the project was 20 kHz, so the closest possible frequency to 

20 kHz was 31372.55Hz for the Arduino pin 9. According to the table, 31 kHz is controlled by the 

timer 1 divisor. To set the timer 2 divisor to 1 for PWM frequency of 31372.55Hz ≈ 31.4 kHz, a 

code was written in the setup function: 

TCCR2B = TCCR2B & B11111000 | B00000001;  

 

This code changed the frequency of pin 9 to 31.4 kHz. The duty cycle in the Arduino is 

defined on a scale of 0 – 255 where 0 is always off and 255 is always on 100%. The source voltage 

of 20V stepped down to 10V by the buck converter, which gave us a duty cycle of 50% and this 

corresponds to 127 in Arduino. To assign our PWMPin duty cycle to 50%, another line of code 

was written in the loop function: 

analogWrite (PWMPin, 127); 

 

This allowed the initial square wave to be at 50% duty cycle. To make sure that PWMPin 

successfully provided 50% duty cycle signal with 31kHz, the oscilloscope was connected and the 

frequency and pulse were monitored. The oscillogram of the PWMPin at 50% duty cycle is shown 

below: 
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Figure 30 - PWM at 50% Duty Cycle 

 

For our project, the duty cycle of the signal needed to be modified depends on the voltage 

input to track the maximum power point successfully rather than staying at 50% duty cycle the 

whole time. Hence, the code needed to be modified as follows: 

analogWrite(PWMPin, duty_cycle);  

 

The variable duty_cycle was declared and initially assigned to 127 and it would 

increase or decrease depends on the power value. Another variable changeD was assigned and it 

represents the amount of change of the duty cycle. For this project, the step size was set to be 5%, 

which is corresponding to 12.7 in Arduino code. For example, if the duty cycle needed to increase, 

it would increase by 5% from whatever value duty_cycle was at and vice versa.  

After successfully implementing the function for setting up the PWM signal for the switch 

of the buck converter, Arduino needed to calculate the power output by using the voltage and 

current from the buck converter. To read the voltage output from the buck converter, the analog 
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input pin, A1 was assigned to the voltage output port on DC/DC converter. As the voltage reading 

from Arduino would be in a raw data value (0 - 1023),  it should be converted into a voltage reading 

(0 - 5V). This could be done by the following code [7]: 

voltage = ((float)raw_voltage_data * 5.0) / 1023.0; 

As the Arduino Mega 2560 can read the voltage up to 5.0V only, the voltage divider has been 

added. Hence, the voltage read from the analog input should be multiplied by the voltage ratio.  

 

A current was calculated by dividing the voltage by the load resistor, 10.5 ohms as the 

current in the resistor is equal to the output current according to the Kirchoff’s Current Law. These 

voltages and current values then entered through the Arduino to compute power.  

 

To compute the power, a few variables were declared: P for power, V for voltage and I for 

current and using these variables, the power formula was written: 

P = V * I; 

 

After it executed the formula and calculated the power output, the P&O algorithm was 

implemented. The code for the algorithm was written based on the flowchart of the algorithm and 

the Matlab code that was written for the simulation [25].  

The implementation of P&O algorithm was the major function of the Arduino. This 

algorithm processed by changing the duty cycle of the PWM that controls the MOSFET from 0% 

to 95% in increments of 5%. The change in the PWM would affect the output voltage of the DC/DC 

converter and alter the power output. As the voltage and current changes, the power calculations 

are made and recorded with each increment until it reaches maximum power. Once it reaches the 

maximum power point, it maintains the duty cycle value where the maximum point is recorded 

and maintains the maximum power point. If there is any change in the voltage or current value, 
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change the power output to be bigger than the previous maximum power point that was found, the 

algorithm will be executed again and change the previous maximum power point into the new 

power output and vice versa. 

 

 

Final Product 
 

The two figures below show the final prototype on a solderable board and the chosen 

microcontroller. The red alligator clip is connected to the positive side of the power supply/solar 

panel. And the white color alligator clip is connected to the ground/negative side of the power 

supply/solar panel.   

 

Figure 31 - Circuit side of Prototype 
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Figure 32 - Arduino side of Prototype 

 

Result 
 

To test out our DC/DC converter, the converter is connected to the PV source and the 

oscilloscope is connected to the output to display the output voltage. The input voltage of 20V 

was used. 
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Figure 33 - Output Voltage of DC/DC Converter 

 

 

As shown above, it successfully stepped down the 20V to roughly 11.4V, which is very 

close to the expected value of 10V. The ripple of the voltage output was very small, about 500mV. 
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Figure 34 - Ripple of the Output Voltage 

 

To test the final product, all the components were connected together and the Arduino 

was connected to the laptop with a USB. The code was uploaded to the Arduino through the IDE 

and the data of the output power was displayed on the laptop screen through the serial monitor 

feature of the IDE. 

With the input of 20V, the voltage and current values were recorded, the power was 

computed and printed out as shown below. As the duty cycle increased, the voltage and the 

current increased and so the power output increased. 

Voltage/V Current/I Power/W 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

3.01 0.29 0.86 

3.26 0.31 1.01 

4.30 0.41 1.76 
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4.87 0.46 2.26 

5.91 0.56 3.33 

6.99 0.67 4.65 

6.99 0.67 4.65 

7.74 0.74 5.70 

8.42 0.80 6.75 

9.78 0.93 9.11 

10.57 1.01 10.64 

11.64 1.11 12.91 

12.29 1.17 14.38 

13.29 1.27 16.83 

14.33 1.36 19.56 

15.30 1.46 22.29 

16.16 1.54 24.86 

17.05 1.62 27.70 

17.84 1.70 30.32 

18.02 1.72 30.93 

18.02 1.72 30.93 

18.02 1.72 30.93 

18.02 1.72 30.93 

18.02 1.72 30.93 

18.02 1.72 30.93 

Table 2 – Final Output Data from Arduino 
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Our final voltage was 18.02V, the current reached around 1.72A and the maximum power 

was 30.93W. Compare to the simulation results of about 32W, it is shown that our product 

worked very accurately. 

 

 

As seen on the graph, the output power increased until it reached the maximum power and 

once it reached the maximum power, it stayed constant which proves that our P&O algorithm was 

successfully implemented. By comparing the final results with the results from the simulation, it 

is shown that our design worked accurately. 

The final output voltage from the oscilloscope is shown below, and it has a mean value of 18.6V: 
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Figure 35 - Output Power Curve at 20V 
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Figure 36 - Final Output Voltage from Oscilloscope 

 

To make sure that our final product worked correctly, various input voltages were tested 

out and the result is shown below: 

 

Figure 37 - Power Curve with Various Input Voltages 
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This result proves that our product correctly calculates the power, tracks and maintains the 

maximum power point until there is any change in voltage. 

Conclusions and Improvement 
 

Over the course of three terms with countless hours of research, applying theory and 

practice, and after many failures, the prototype finally functions as anticipated. The prototype 

successfully locates the maximum power regardless of what the solar panel voltage production 

may be, as long as it is within the range of the 0-25V, since 25V is the limitation of the available 

laboratory equipment. Hence, this prototype can be used to track the maximum power point of 

different solar panels and help customers determine the most efficient solar panels available out 

there in the market, reliably. 

Although the product function as expected, there’s still some room for improvements. 

There are few chosen components that were used for the prototype that could be chosen 

differently for better performance. For example, the load resistor can have the same resistance 

value but should be able to withstand higher power output. Currently the resistors’ temperature 

can be very high if the maximum power is too high. Another adjustment could be to try out 

different types of capacitors, with and without parasitic, to see which type of capacitor would be 

better. Our team had hoped to do this but unfortunately ran out of time. The test can be done 

using oscilloscopes to monitor their voltage and current behavior. Another improvement would 

be to use a different microcontroller. The Arduino Mega 2560 uses a language that is very simple 

to program and there are many available resources, however, the actual chosen hardware was not 

very compatible with our circuit. So choosing a different microcontroller that better fits the 

circuit would help improve the accuracy of measuring and calculations as well as simplifying the 
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overall circuit and the code, as mentioned in design modification section. Lastly, to better the 

appearance of the prototype, the soldered circuit board should be replaced by a printed circuit 

board and the user interface should be a LCD screen that can display all the desired values and 

the user-desired plot. These are all possible improvement points that can be accomplished if 

there had been more time, or these can be done in the future. 
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Appendices 
 

A. Overall schematic 
 

 

Figure 38 - Final Schematic 
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B. Arduino Data Sheet 
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C. Matlab Code 
 

function Vm = fcn(V,I) 
%#codegen 
persistent prev_PWM prev_P prev_V 
if isempty(prev_PWM) 
   prev_PWM = 0.5; % set initial duty cycle to be 50% = 0.5 
   prev_P = 0; 
   prev_V = 20; 
end 
% Initialize the increment of decrease of the duty cycle 
changeD = 0.01; 
% Calculate the power  
P = V*I; 
% Increase or Decrease duty cycle depends on the conditions 
if (P-prev_P) ~= 0 
   if (P-prev_P) > 0 
       if (V-prev_V) > 0 
           Vm = prev_PWM + changeD; 
       else 
           Vm = prev_PWM - changeD;  
       end 
   else 
       if (V-prev_V) > 0 
           Vm = prev_PWM - changeD; 
       else 
           Vm = prev_PWM + changeD; 
       end 
   end 
else 
   Vm = prev_PWM; 
end 
% Update the values 
prev_PWM = Vm; 
prev_V = V; 
prev_P = P; 
end 

 

D. Arduino Code 
int PWMPin = 9; //PWM Connect to pin 9 
int changeD = 12.7; //change duty by 5% 
int duty_cycle = 127.0; //start pwm with 50% duty cycle 
float Vm; 
float P; 
float prev_P = 0; 
float prev_V; 
int sum = 0; 
float voltage = 0.0; 
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void setup() { 
 TCCR2B = TCCR2B & B11111000 | B00000001; //change the pwm pin 

frequency to 31.372 kHz 
 Serial.begin(9600); 
} 
void loop() { 
 analogWrite(PWMPin, duty_cycle); 
 Serial.print(duty_cycle); 
 Serial.println("Duty Cycle"); 
 sum = analogRead(A1);   //read the input on analog pin A1 
 voltage = ((float)sum * 5.0) / 1023.0;  //convert the analog reading 

to a voltage 
 sum = 0; 
 float prev_V = voltage * 7.33; //multiply the voltage divider ratio 
 Serial.print("prev_V "); 
 Serial.println (prev_V);   //print out the voltage 
 float prev_I = (voltage * 7.33) / 10.5;   //divide voltage by load 

resistor to get current value 
 Serial.print("prev_I "); 
 Serial.println (prev_I);   // print out the current 

 
 P_and_O(prev_V, prev_I); 
 Serial.print(P); 
 Serial.println("Watt"); 
 Serial.println(" "); 
 delay(1000); 
} 
float P_and_O(float V, float I) { 
 P = V * I; 
 float changeP = P - prev_P; 
 float changeV = V - prev_V; 
 if (changeP != 0) { 
 if (changeP > 0) { 
  if (changeV > 0) { 
    if (0 <= duty_cycle && duty_cycle < 241.3) { 
      duty_cycle = duty_cycle + changeD; 
    } 
    else { 
      duty_cycle = 254; 
    } 
  } 
  else { 
    if (0 <= duty_cycle && duty_cycle < 255) { 
      duty_cycle = duty_cycle - changeD; 
    } 
    else { 
      duty_cycle = 241.3; 
    } 
  } 
 } 
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 else { 
  if (changeV > 0) { 
    if (0 <= duty_cycle && duty_cycle < 255) { 
      duty_cycle = duty_cycle - changeD; 
    } 
    else { 
      duty_cycle = 241.3; 
    } 
  } 
  else { 
    if (0 <= duty_cycle && duty_cycle < 241.3) { 
      duty_cycle = duty_cycle + changeD; 
    } 
    else { 
      duty_cycle = 254; 
    } 
  } 
 } 
 } 
 else { 
 duty_cycle = duty_cycle; 
 } 
 prev_V = V; 
 prev_P = P; 
 return P; 
} 
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E. Bill of Materials 
 

Items No. Description Values Name on Schematics(RefDes) Quantity  Cost 

1 Resistor 750 Resistor 1 0.59 

2 resistor 100 Resistor 1 0.59 

3 IRF 9520 PMOS na Mosfet 1 0.91 

4 IRF 520 NMOS na Mosfet 1 0.95 

5 1N4004 Diode na Diode 1 0.13 

6 Capacitor 250F 250µF 1 3.30 

7 Capacitor 0.1µF 0.1µF 1 0.10 

8 Resistors 31.6Ω Load Resistor 3 6.00 

9 Resistor 1MΩ 
 

1 0.95 

10 Resistor 100kΩ 
 

1 0.95 

11 4m of coil na na 1 1.00 

12 metal donuts na Inductor 2 1.50 

13 Arduino Mega 2560 
  

1 44.25 
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